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Conspiracy: Pay Banks to Save Your Money

Toddy Littman, Monday 15 February 2016 - 00:36:00

Actually, it's not...Well, not the conspiracy you might have thought.See the Conspiracy theory goes ÿýthose wretched Rothschilds!
They're at it again with the Federal Reserve they 100% own! We have to fight back, tell everyone about the conspiracyÿý...A conspiracy
disproven quite easily:ÿý
...However, subscriptions, by member banks were adequate and there was no necessity or authority for the
allocation of any stock to the United States...ÿý --http://codes.lp.findlaw.com/uscode/12/3/VI/284.Which is incomplete without the code
where the government takes the profits of the Federal Reserve and puts them into the United States Treasury,
http://law.justia.com/codes/us/2010/title12/chap3/subchapvi/sec289/. For some this proves the conspiracy of wealthy people against
the rest of us, the government data mined ÿý1%,ÿý
a part of our Progressive education to guarantee we learn we are oppressed by the
wealthy, http://web.archive.org/web/20090423190627/http://www.nea.org/tools/17231.htm.However, I am of the mind of another,
broader, larger, and more likely ÿýconspiracy,ÿý since everything changed in our society from the time of our Founders is listed as a
particular religion's goals. These folks don't hide their perverse use of government's coercive power, but we're so unaware of their
presence that we have no idea a religion is being established by the government ÿý the religion of Humanism,
http://americanhumanist.org/Humanism/Humanist_Manifesto_I & http://americanhumanist.org/Humanism/Humanist_Manifesto_II.Who
thinks that the things these people find important and have effectively changed in America is based on money? Or by order of the
Rothschilds? See the World Community section under Manifesto II, especially paragraph ÿýFOURTEENTHÿý and ÿýFIFTEENTH.ÿý I'd
suggest looking at ÿýFOURTEENTHÿý in Manifesto I for the worldwide Socialist Order.
And often it seems Humanists are in government,
claiming and imposing authority over some aspect of our daily Individual lives. I wonder if the FBI agent who shot Lavoy Finicum was a
Humanist in light of his shooting an unarmed man in cold blood, (start about 9:00 minutes in)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aAGxDWKrjPQ&feature=youtu.be.I say this because the Humanist idea of the Individual (as
described in Manifesto I at FOURTEENTH) is predicated on ÿýa shared life in a shared world,ÿý the shortest section in Manifesto II,
comprised of paragraphs ÿýFIFTHÿý and ÿýSIXTH,ÿý is about the Individual, claiming that all individuality should be increased, but of course
within the framework of a centralized socialist collective society that, according to Humanist rules by some formal agreement, a
collective solidarity, with them, we shall all think alike, and that is our ÿýsocial responsibility
.ÿý Note the ÿýreject, religious, ideological
and moral codesÿý in FIFTH, while claiming in SIXTH, ÿýMoral education for children and adults is an important way of developing
awareness and sexual maturityÿý... Whose morality? From what will this morality be derived? It surely isn't a morality derived from what
is rejected except, perhaps, in the nature of rejection, to be entirely polar opposite of all that preceded.America and our Constitution
limiting government to protect the Individual (though it may appear to be ineffective at this time) carries out this function by limiting the
government from impeding, from infringing, my Rights as my own Personal Property,
http://changingwind.org/index/comment.php?comment.news.96. The People are the assumed Sovereign, the lawgiver and crown
wearer in America, originally per the House having the sole voice of the People, representation based on populations in each state
across the nation, and per Our Founders in proclaiming to the World the era of Individual Liberty and self governance had begun, a
New World Order of governance, by the Declaration of Independence and our written Constitution,
http://web.archive.org/web/20131112025133/.We look at Lavoy Finicum, comparing this standing of an American in America,
according to our Founding Fathers, with the acts of an FBI who admits they have no Constitutional Authority (and haven't moved to
Amend the Constitution to remedy this), http://www.fbi.gov/about-us/history/brief-history. In this, we see how easily those with a badge
and a gun can and will act with impunity against the People, government agents knowing the government is loaded with similar
ideological minds, especially in their superiors, and that these fellow government employees, maybe all the way to the top, will protect
them.Government's sole Constitutional authorization to collect, let alone keep, information on every man, woman and child in the
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United States is for a Census to determine the districting of proper representative government in the House (An authorization due to
the limited taxing power under Article I, Section 2 being, for some unknown reason, stricken when applying the 14th Amendment,
that had nothing to do with taxation, to the Constitution http://www.archives.gov/exhibits/charters/constitution_transcript.html, a strike
that removed the further limitation on taxation imposed by the Constitution under Article I, Section 9, ibid.). Government has no other
Constitutional authority, nor any other right, to private Individual information for anything else, be it Social Security, Internal Revenue,
Obamacare, etc. Thus, one must ask how far fetched is it to comprehend a government who ignores oneÿýs privacy asserted by silence
and the fact our private Individual information is our Personal Property, a government that has no trouble gunning down a man and
taking his unalienable Right to Life according to government's moral standard, to then assume making you pay to save money, again
your private Personal Property, in a private bank?Do you see the Progressive Humanist War on the Individual? Do you see it's not for
some temporal wealth of bankers or other power tripping wealthy that the Progressive Humanists act and that they always finger these
so labeled ÿý1%ÿý as stealing your fair share? The usual Progressive gimmick to repeat a lie against numerous people in sequence until
we accept the allegation as true and the numbers of people accused as demonstrating a consistent pattern of guilt to which we take up
the cause against them, declaring war on Individual Liberty and the right to ones own property.Yes, I've intertwined a group of issues,
a group of things happening today because the Principle of these things is such:ÿý
We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men
are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the
pursuit of Happiness.--That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent
of the governed, --That whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or
to abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to
them shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that Governments long established
should not be changed for light and transient causes; and accordingly all experience hath shewn, that mankind are more disposed to
suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But when a long
train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same Object evinces a design to reduce them under absolute
Despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such Government, and to provide new Guards for their future security.
ÿý -- Emphasis mine,http://www.archives.gov/exhibits/charters/declaration_transcript.html And I continue...ÿý
Such has been the patient
sufferance of the American People since the Civil War and 14th Amendment whose lofty goals appear to have led to a National
Government assuming a persistence of such egregious assertion of national power over the States, resulting in an oppression
situation for the Individual and in violation of the Constitution which was constructed from the failure of the Articles of Confederation
and is based upon the Principles of the Declaration of Independence as the Individual reigns Supreme; such is now the necessity
which constrains the American People to carry out any means necessary to remind government America is our nation and it is our
right to alter such an oppressive System of Government so it no longer oppresses without just cause and re-establish a Government
well certain of its role as our servant and not our Master. The history of the present collective King in Washington, DC, is a history of
repeated injuries and usurpations, all having in direct object the establishment of an absolute Tyranny over these States and the
Individual.ÿý
While many will have you think who is elected President is important upon the idea of electing a ÿýLeader,ÿý I submit to you it
is in electing a follower, a follower of the Constitution, THE Ratified (consent of the governed) written Will of the People, and our terms
and conditions upon which government authority is established and government's actions to be compared to, that who is President of
the United States is only the beginning of reining in government, of forcing government to carry out its job in compliance with the
Constitution; And that only from this point would Amendment of the Constitution be right and feasible, as bureaucracies and their
immense public union coffers would be ejected from influence, as well as every other private lobby because they no longer have an
oppressive government they're trying to influence not to oppress them. Freedom is only had by the American People being the sole
interest, the sole concern, and sole lobby upon the Congress, the amounts we pay in taxation and to which government is entrusted to
manage in a fiduciary manner is value enough of our absolute Sovereign authority.Hopefully, yet not soon enough, we'll rightfully
repeal the 17th Amendment to re-instate the influence of the States upon the National Government while ending the division of what is
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the Voice of the People to where Congress (House and Senate) is divided, negotiating exchanges of power between them to get a bill
to the President's desk, while the very guardian and original bulwark against National Government encroachment, the State
Governments, has to sit by and react to the outcome of a contest never intended by Our Founders. Yes, we must end this pompous
government ritual of government bodies trading our rights for the fiction of their power in order to begin a fundamental return to a
resolute nation for Freedom and Individual Liberty with an Honorable servant government that knows its place.As always, May Jesus
Christ, King of kings and Lord of lords, Bless you and I thank you for reading and sharing this,Toddy LittmanP.S. If the emphasis
eluded you: It's not a conspiracy, it's government since the time of Socrates and before. This is what Our Founders intended to
end, is their legacy entrusted to us as their Posterity a noble or ignoble cause because it's too much trouble for us to care, even when
what we do, how we decide, what action we take, is for our Posterity?

